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I’m curious.  Is there anybody on the stage that
does not believe in evolution?

Sam Brownback
Mike Huckabee
Tom Tancredo

We Live in (Really) Interesting Times



Mike Huckabee:  “If anybody

wants to believe that they are the

descendants of a primate, they are

certainly welcome to do it.”



Who’s to blame for

humans being

classified as

primates?

Not Charles Darwin.

Carolus Linneaus:  the father of modern

scientific classifcation, and a creationist

“Deus creavit; Linneaus disposuit”

X



Evolution is an Issue that
Divides Americans

Two Federal Trials Georgia
; PA  

This textbook contains material on evolution.

Evolution is a theory, not a fact, regarding

the origin of living things. This material

should be approached with an open mind,

studied carefully and critically considered.

Two State Elections Kansas
; Ohio  

    “If you believe in God,

creation, & true science, vote for

Debbie.”  ....  “If you believe in

evolution, abortion, & sin, vote

for her opponent.”



Judgment Day



• ID is the proposition that “design,” in the
form of outside intelligent intervention, is
required to account for the origins of
living things.

 What does “Intelligent Design” mean?

• Theists, by definition, believe in a
transcendent intelligence, sometimes
expressed as a view that there is an
intelligent design to the universe.

But this is not what is
meant by ID.

• This distinguishes ID from more
general considerations of meaning and
purpose in the universe, and makes it a
doctrine of special creation.



    2004: The Dover (PA)
school board votes for an

“intelligent design”
lesson in biology.



      The Dover Board followed

a Discovery Institute playbook

on ID, and purchased the

textbook Of Pandas & People.



No Transitional
Forms?

     “How many

different transitional

species were

required to bridge

(this) gap... we don’t

know.  But we do

know that no such

transitional species

have been

recovered.”



Ichthyostega

Eusthenopteron

Land
Vertebrates

Fish

“...no such transitional species
have been recovered.”

A unbridgeable “gap” between fish and amphibians?

Reality:  The “gap” is part of a well-
understood evolutionary transition.

Let’s look closely
at just one part of

the transition



Where to look?

Tiktaalik

• Evolution predicts
morphology & age

• Ellesmere Island (375
myr rocks)

• “One of the most vivid
transitional fossils ever
discovered.”

• Scales on its back
- like a fish

• Webbed fins -
like a fish

• Flat head, eyes on
top  (amphibian)

• Limbs to support
body (amphibian)



In October 2006, yet another

intermediate form was found in the

same evolutionary transition

October, 2006



Result in court?

The trial demonstrated the collapse

of ID as scientific theory.



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

TAMMY KITZMILLER, et al. : Case No. 04cv2688

Plaintiffs : Judge Jones

:

v. :

:

DOVER AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT, et al.,:

Defendants. :

MEMORANDUM OPINION

December 20, 2005

INTRODUCTION:

On October 18, 2004, the Defendant Dover Area School Board of

Directors passed by a 6-3 vote the following resolution:

Students will be made aware of gaps/problems in Darwin’s theory

and of other theories of evolution including, but not limited to,

intelligent design.  Note: Origins of Life is not taught.

On November 19, 2004, the Defendant Dover Area School

District announced by press release that, commencing in January

2005, teachers would be required to read the following statement

to students in the ninth grade biology class at Dover High School:

The Pennsylvania Academic Standards require students to learn

about Darwin’s Theory of Evolution and

The trial
exposed ID as

a religious
doctrine

masquerading
as science.



The History of the ID

textbook “Pandas”

closed the case

         “Intelligent Design means that the

various forms of life began abruptly through

an intelligent agency, with their distinctive

features already intact – fish with fins and

scales, birds with feathers, beaks, and

wings, etc.”

   Of Pandas and People, 1993, pp. 99-100

          “Creation means that the various

forms of life began abruptly through an

intelligent creator, with their distinctive

features already intact – fish with fins and

scales, birds with feathers, beaks, and wings,

etc.”

    Biology & Origins, 1986, pp. 2-13, 2-14.



creationism

intelligent design

Something remarkable must
have happened in 1987!



1987: Edwards v.
Aguillard identified

“creation science” as
religious doctrine



December 20, 2005

Decision Announced





June 16, 2008



The evolution battle
is not finished.

It’s the result of a
continuing attack
against scientific
rationalism.

It matters for our
country’s future.



    “I also don’t think that there is really a theory
of intelligent design at the present time to propose
as a comparable alternative to the Darwinian theory,
which is, whatever errors it might contain, a fully
worked out scheme. There is no intelligent design
theory that’s comparable. Working out a positive
theory is the job of the scientific people that we
have affiliated with the movement. Some of them are
quite convinced that it’s doable, but that’s for them
to prove…  No product is ready for competition in the
educational world.”

Phillip Johnson in the Berkeley Science Review, Spring 2006

Even its Advocates admit that
ID is a scientific failure

“There is no intelligent design theory that’s

comparable  ....  N
o product is ready for

competition in the educational world.”



But ID remains a public
relations success story

Jon D. Miller, Eugenie C. Scott,
Shinji Okamoto (2006) Public
Acceptance of Evolution.
Science 313: 765.

The United States is
near the bottom in

public acceptance of
evolution



Anti-Evolution Resources are Everywhere



A Key
Weapon:
Fear of

Evolution

Sen. Rick Santorum

     “It has huge consequences for
society.  I mean, it’s where we
come from.  Does man have a
purpose?  Is there a purpose for
our lives?  Or are we just
simply, you know, the result of ..
chance?

 “If we are the result of chance, if
we’re simply a mistake of nature,
then that puts a different moral
demand on us.  In fact, it doesn’t
put a moral demand on us…..
than, if in fact we are a creation
of a being that has moral
demands.”



••Responding to the  Responding to the  ““intelligentintelligent
designdesign”” argument, many argument, many
scientists argue there isscientists argue there is
no designno design in nature. in nature.

But DoesnBut Doesn’’t Evolution Say that Our Livest Evolution Say that Our Lives
are Without Meaning & Purpose?are Without Meaning & Purpose?

 ... implying that the form and ... implying that the form and
function of living things are thefunction of living things are the
random and accidentalrandom and accidental
““mistakesmistakes”” of nature. of nature.

They aren’t



•• Evolution, therefore, is an Evolution, therefore, is an
inherent and predictable propertyinherent and predictable property
of nature. Not a of nature. Not a ““mistake.mistake.””

•• Evolutionary processes Evolutionary processes
explore explore ““adaptive spaceadaptive space”” driven driven
by non-random naturalby non-random natural
selection and natural law.selection and natural law.

Reality:  Life is material, and the capacityReality:  Life is material, and the capacity
for life is built into the physics andfor life is built into the physics and
chemistry of matter.chemistry of matter.



Meaning:

 an evolutionary

“design” to life is part

of the inherent fabric

of the natural world.

     Lesson:  “Design” is not a theologically-

inspired illusion to be dismissed.  It is a

scientific reality to be embraced.  Why?

     Because the “Argument from Design” is

ultimately an argument for evolution.



Does the Human Body
have a “Design?”

Sure it Does. 

An Evolutionary Design.

(Re-Inventing Paley)



Do Proteins have “Designs?”



Does the Human
Genome have a Design?

     “More than a century ago Darwin and Huxley posited

that humans share recent common ancestors with the

African great apes. Modern molecular studies have

spectacularly confirmed this prediction and have

refined the relationships, showing that the common

chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes) and bonobo (Pan

paniscus) are our closest living evolutionary relatives.”



Testing the Evolutionary

Hypothesis of Common

Ancestry

Chromosome Numbers in

the great apes:

human (Homo) 4646

chimpanzee (Pan) 48

gorilla (Gorilla) 48

orangutan (Pogo) 48

Testable prediction:Testable prediction:   If these

organisms share common ancestry,

the human genome must contain a

fused chromosome.



Chromosome Numbers in

the great apes

(Hominidae):

human (Homo) 46

chimpanzee (Pan) 48

gorilla (Gorilla) 48

orangutan (Pogo) 48

Testable prediction:Testable prediction:   The marks of that

fusion must appear in one of the human

chromosomes.

Centromere

Telomere

Ancestral

Chromosomes
Fusion

Homo sapiens

Centromere

#1

Telomere

sequences

Centromere

#2



“Chromosome 2 is unique to the human lineage of

evolution, having emerged as a result of head-to-

head fusion of two acrocentric chromosomes that

remained separate in other primates. The precise

fusion site has been located in 2q13–2q14.1 (ref.

2; hg 16:114455823 – 114455838), where our

analysis confirmed the presence of multiple

subtelomeric duplications to chromosomes 1, 5,

8, 9, 10, 12, 19, 21 and 22 (Fig. 3; Supplementary

Fig. 3a, region A). During the formation of human

chromosome 2, one of the two centromeres

became inactivated (2q21, which corresponds to

the centromere from chimp chromosome 13) and

the centromeric structure quickly deterioriated

(42).”

Homo sapiens

centromere

#13 (inactive)

Telomere

sequences

Hillier et al (2005)  “Generation and Annotation of the DNA

sequences of human chromosomes 2 and 4,” Nature 434: 724-731.

Human Chromosome #2 shows the exact
point at which this fusion took place

centromere

#12 (active)







• Participate

• Engage - Don’t Lecture

• Bring Science Home

• Cultivate Allies

• Work with People of Faith

• Know your resources



• Participate



• Engage - Don’t Lecture



Ordinary,
conversational
engagement is
needed to
overcome the
professorial
(egghead)
stereotype.



• Cultivate Allies
(especially teachers!)



• Cultivate Allies - and don’t

assume they must be “liberals”

Who are the Post’s Two Most
Conservative Columnists?

How ridiculous to make evolution the enemy of

God. What could be more elegant, more simple,

more brilliant, more economical, more creative,

indeed more divine than a planet with millions of

life forms, distinct and yet interactive, all

ultimately derived from accumulated variations in

a single double-stranded molecule, pliable and

fecund enough to give us mollusks and mice,

Newton and Einstein? Even if it did give us the

Kansas State Board of Education, too.



• Work with People of Faith

63. According to the widely accepted scientific account, the universe

erupted 15 billion years ago in an explosion called the “Big Bang”

and has been expanding and cooling ever since. Later there

gradually emerged the conditions necessary for the formation of

atoms, still later the condensation of galaxies and stars, and about

10 billion years later the formation of planets. In our own solar

system and on earth (formed about 4.5 billion years ago), the

conditions have been favorable to the emergence of life. While there

is little consensus among scientists about how the origin of this first

microscopic life is to be explained, there is general agreement

among them that the first organism dwelt on this planet about 3.5-4

billion years ago. Since it has been demonstrated that all living

organisms on earth are genetically related, it is virtually certain

that all living organisms have descended from this first

organism.





NCSE:

A national “fire

department” for help

in defending

evolution.

Talk Origins:

Answers to every

conceivable

creationist argument.

• Know your resources



http://www.natcenscied.org



“There is grandeur in this view
of life; with its several powers
having been originally breathed
into a few forms or into one; and
that, whilst this planet has gone
cycling on according to the fixed
law of gravity, from so simple a
beginning endless forms most
wonderful and most beautiful
have been, and are being
evolved.”




